Ci3 in the News

2023

June, 2023 Core77: Winner design for social impact award

June 21, 2023 WBEZ: ‘A LOT OF CHAOS’: A LOOK AT ABORTION ACCESS IN THE U.S. ONE YEAR AFTER DOBBS

Jan. 5, 2023 WBEZ: FDA and Justice department decisions may incrsae access to abortion drugs

2022

July 11, 2022 WBEZ: DOES PRESIDENT BIDEN’S EXECUTIVE ORDER DO ENOUGH TO PROTECT ABORTION?

July 6, 2022 FINANCIAL TIMES: ‘SAFE HAVEN’ ILLINOIS BRACES FOR SURGE IN ABORTION DEMAND

June 30, 2022 CHICAGO NEWS: WHAT ABORTION BANS MEANS FOR PATIENTS, ACCORDING TO A HEALTH POLICY EXPERT

June 30, 2022 SCHOLARS STRATEGY NETWORK: NEW MEMBER SPOTLIGHT: LEE HASSELBACHER TESTIFIES FOR SUCCESSFUL REPEAL OF PARENTAL NOTICE ACT

June 28, 2022 FOX 32 CHICAGO: ILLINOIS COULD BECOME SAFE HAVEN FOR NEIGHBORING MIDWESTERNERS SEEKING ABORTIONS

June 27, 2022 NBC 5 CHICAGO: CRITICS SAY OVERTURNING ROE V. WADE WILL WIDEN DISPARTIES IN HEALTH CARE

June 26, 2022 CHICAGO TRIBUNE: PRO CHOICE RALLIES CONTINUE A DAY AFTER ROE V WADE IS OVERTURNED

June 24, 2022 ABC 7 CHICAGO: ILLINOIS BRACES FOR INFLUX OF WOMEN SEEKING ABORTIONS AS NEIGHBORING STATES MOVE TO BAN IT

May 5, 2022 CRAIN'S CHICAGO BUSINESS: HEALTH INSURERES CAN ROLL WITH A ROES REVERSAL

2021

June 26, 2021 america by design: Ci3’s hello options featured on cbs's new series highlighting design innovation

June 17, 2021 rebellious magazine: south and west side youth on what they need

2020

August 6, 2020 rewire news: medical students can't provide abortions if they never learned how

May 28, 2020 srhm blog: sharing menstruation stories to promote human rights
april 27, 2020 nbc news: missed milestone: coronavirus disrupts school traditions
march 31, 2020 newsy: transgender, non-binary people want visibility in reproductive health
feb. 20, 2020 np5 lifekit: a guide to navigating birth control

2019

dec. 13, 2019 wttw: report: patients misdiagnosed in catholic hospitals to get contraception
dec. 11, 2019 at the forefront: research shows how providers in catholic health systems use workarounds to provide contraception
dec. 5, 2019 truthout: catholic ban on contraception is driving doctors to fabricate diagnoses
dec. 2019 vocalo radio: ci3 game changer lab educates about sexual and reproductive health through games
nov. 21, 2019 rewire news: in illinois, struggles putting pro-choice legislation into action
sept. 15, 2019 hindustan times: 21-yr-old naga among winners of bill & melinda gates foundation initative
june 25, 2019 cnn: transgender people find a home on youtube but challenges remain
june 4, 2019 wttw: study finds most lgbtq services located in white, wealthy neighborhoods
may 13, 2019 uchicago magazine: creating a more diverse inclusive uchicago
april 13, 2019 the stanford graduate school of business: jess adepoju, mba '19: the game-changer
april 3, 2019 vocalo: ireashia bennett loves that chicagans just do it
feb. 20, 2019 scientific american: eliminating hiv in black communities
feb. 5, 2019 cook county chronicle: exhibit imagines brighter future for chicago's south side
jan. 23, 2019 hyde park herald: south side speculations opens at arts incubator

2018

dec. 21, 2018 backstory: playing the past: video games and american history
dec. 13, 2018 uchicago medicine's the forefront: co-designing adolescents health care with young people and providers
oct. 2018 rewire: for lgbtq youth, #metoo is not a heteronormative issue
oct. 2018 spelman college: crystal pirtle tyler, ph.d., heads center for interdisciplinary inquiry and innovation
sept. 15, 2018 chicago tribune: letter: roe v wade is essential to america's health. don't undo it.
august 9, 2018 chicago tonight: report: hospitals' religious affiliations impact to reproductive care
august 1, 2018 fivethirtyeight: insurers can send patients to religious hospitals that restrict reproductive care
july 16, 2018 huffington post: for many in the trans community, basic financial goals are out of reach
july 11, 2018 uchicago news: storytelling, games help young people discuss sexual health
June 17, 2018 abc 7 newsviews: career service program helps lgbtq youth, young adults
june 8, 2018 biomedical beat: teens explore science and health through game design
may 15, 2018 the new republic: a video game that wants to stop sexual harassment
may 1, 2018 the guardian: can vr teach us how to deal with sexual harassment?
april 28, 2018 the better india: don't regret being born as a girl: stories that transform lives in lucknow slums
april 13, 2018 chicago tonight: uchicago launches lgbtq career readiness program
april 2, 2018 the conversation: individual 1's military policy overlooks data on why transgender troops are fit to serve
march 7, 2018 byrdie, the/thirty: 11 women from india, haiti, and more share one thing you can do to empower women
feb. 7, 2018 the chicago reporter: the fight to end the HIV EPidemic must happen in black neighborhoods
feb. 6, 2018 chicago tonight: study: teens want mobile health units to address sexual health
jan. 25, 2018 pbs newshour student report lab: fsm news south: ci3’s game lab
jan. 23, 2018 south side weekly: city-run englewood clinic abruptly shuttered
jan. 23, 2018 slate: how individual 1’s policies could imperil lgbtq youth of color living with hiv
jan. 18, 2018 rewire: as providers we must pay attention to the social and systemic factors behind health
jan. 17, 2018 the better india: watch: can girls play with boys? khusboo’s story will break your assumptions
jan. 9, 2018 the conversation: fit to serve: data on transgender military service
jan. 8, 2018 howlround: the parasite: an alternate reality game for orientation
jan. 4, 2018 the chicago reader: the U. of C’s game changer design lab explores health and social issues through video games

2017

dec. 1, 2017 cnn: want to stop aids? fight inequality
dec. 1, 2017 science life: health community marks progress, work to be done on world aids day
nov. 29, 2017 the better india: they tried to murder her, but this mother fought the world for her girls
nov. 27, 2017 chicago tonight: researchers to design app to reduce back-to-back pregnancies in teens
nov. 27, 2017 the chronicle of higher education: playing at orientation: interview with the designers of “the parasite” at the university of chicago
oct. 11, 2017 the better india watch: a supportive father shows what role men must play in empowering their daughters
oct. 2, 2017 the chicago maroon: university study to increase southside access to hiv medication
sept. 27, 2017 science life: uchicago’s ci3 recieves nih grant to increase access to hiv prevention medication in community pharmacies
sept. 26, 2017 the better india: how these small actions at home made veena a fiery tennis star
august 27, 2017 windy city times: military expert talks about fitness of trans members to serve
june 28, 2017 rewire: how mobile health units aim to revolutionize reproductive care in chicago's underserved communities
feb. 16, 2017 the chicago maroon: game-designing professor to take leave next year

2016 – 2012

august 13, 2016 wvon community health focus: the children are our future: emerging hiv awareness for youth
may 19, 2016 uchicago news: beilock, gilliam, and hale appointed to leadership roles in office of the provost
march 12, 2016 hindustan times: hindustan – us team promotes gender equality via digital storytelling
march 14, 2016 the outlook: university of chicago’s kissa kahani project seeks to understand youth through gender and social norms
feb. 2016 chicago health magazine: young and transgender
dec. 23, 2015 Yahoo news (India): University of chicago gets $1 million to collaborate with lucknow ngos
nov. 3, 2015 the morning shift-wbez: defining sexuality beyond heterosexual, gay, and bisexual
oct. 19, 2015 uchicago news: profs. melissa gilliam and david meltzer elected to national academy of medicine
may 27, 2015 chicago tribune: game changer lab uses games to help teens navigate tough social issues
nov. 6, 2014 windy city times: uchicago’s ci3 center: different angle on lgbtq health
oct. 8, 2014 fast company: the alternate-reality games that teach kids the cause and effect of their circumstances
sept. 3, 2014 cbs news: long-acting birth control plan sparks controversy
april 2014 the university of chicago magazine: a laboratory for humanists
march 11, 2014 uchicago news: gray center for arts and inquiry brings out playful side of scholars, artists
feb. 2014 latino USA PODCAST: IUD? IDK

MARCH 31, 2013 CHICAGO TRIBUNE: INFLUENTIAL PHYSICIAN ENLISTS CREATIVE APPROACHES IN HER EFFORTS TO AID AT-RISK TEENS